2002 dodge grand caravan battery

Not sure what battery to get for your Dodge Grand Caravan? Sadly, your Dodge Grand Caravan
won't last forever. Neither will its battery. The average car battery lasts three to five years. Look
out for symptoms of a faulty car battery. A slow engine crank, a blinking battery or check engine
light, swollen battery case, corroded battery posts, or weak lights may all indicate that your
battery is on its last leg. With best-in-class tools we can tell you how much "life" is left in your
battery. Drop in for a free battery check and, if necessary, a battery replacement to help keep
your Dodge Grand Caravan running! Car batteries are only one of our many strong suits. Get
help choosing the battery size that matches your vehicle, and schedule a fast car battery
replacement at your earliest convenience. Interstate has been an battery-industry leader for
durability, power, and technology. Their entire line of powerful offerings can be found in boom
lifts, severe duty trucks, golf carts, and fishing boats. Your Dodge Grand Caravan needs a
reliable battery to run optimally. Did you recently have a new Dodge Grand Caravan car battery
installed? Great job! You can give your new battery a head start with proper care and attention.
Firestone Complete Auto Care has answers to your top car battery questions. If you have a
Grand Caravan-specific battery question, stop by your nearest store. Our technicians have the
answers. The middle of nowhere is the wrong place to have a weak battery. Schedule an
Appointment. A car battery that needs to be jump-started every time is as good as dead. The
battery might be old. Or, you may have been leaving your car doors ajar and the lights on
overnight. Stop by for a free battery test at your nearest Firestone Complete Auto Care to learn
more about the state of your battery. What do you do with my old Grand Caravan battery? We
recycle it, taking care of both your car and the Earth. Get affordable prices on Dodge Grand
Caravan batteries by using one of our limited-time battery deals. The best part is, every
Interstate Battery has both a maintenance-free performance warranty and a limited-time free
replacement. Shop Batteries. Dodge Grand Caravan owners have reported 28 problems related
to battery dead under the electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are
listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Dodge Grand
Caravan based on all problems reported for the Grand Caravan. I turned off my Grand Caravan
and noticed a sound like a fan buzzing coming from the rear tire area. In a few hrs I came back
out and tried to start it and the battery was dead. Research tells me it's the fuel pump relay. See
all problems of the Dodge Grand Caravan. For several months now I have dealt with a problem
with the fuel pump not turning off after the vehicle has been shut off. It has drain the battery
dead. Now it has evolved into a problem where the car is stalling and shutting car systems
down without notice. Thank goodness I was not moving when it stalled. It appears it is a
problem with the fuel pump module relay. Dodge needs to fix this problem. This is a major
safety hazard. Well my wife was driving the van on the expressway way last year van just shuts
off. It wouldnt start so I put my jumper cables on it and it fired right up a few days later we went
to kmart in their for only a good 20 minutes the drive alone was about an hour and half come
out and the battery was dead once aging. Go figure this was when kmart stopped selling bigger
batteries. So I walked over to autozone and bought a new battery installed it and it started up.
While we got home then had to leave aging to go get the kids from school the battery was dead
know when I say dead through all of this I mean their was enough power to have the van doors
open and lights on but not enough power to turn the engine over till it clicks. So hooked up to
my truck jumped it. Seem to drive fine so we went back to autozone and they changed it out
with the warranty and tested it they said it was a good battery but to be on safe side. Well I
started to drive the van I had to get jumped 4 times before I started to disconnect the battery
when it was warm out the battery would last but on the cold nights the battery would still die. So
one day I said srew it I went to drive it and it just would start believe it or not I only took off the
air filter thinking maybe it clogged while I did that and tried starting it it back fired out through
the intake causing a fire on the air filter box put it out said hell with it it's going to the Dodge
dealer in wilkesboro nc I paid 1, to have the tipm replaced they said that's what was wrong with
it so I said okay. Here it is a year later and now I am getting a little upset around the same time it
went out last year and my van is starting to give me the same issues so I am going to hope that
it isnt that but just to be on the safe side this is for last year and if I have to pay that price aging
yes I'll be making a new complaint to. After driving at highway speeds for 2 hours, when
returning home and shutting off the engine, I heard whirling noises coming from my fuel tank.
Upon moving the vehicle, 30 minutes later, the van experienced a rough start. The following
morning, the battery was dead. After jumping off the vehicle, it ran smoothly but I am concerned
this will happen again. The integrated control model is making the fuel relay run all night and
make the battery die. I have looked online for recalls and there is none. This problem is
happening on more Grand Caravan. I have had this problem for all most a year. I can't find the
tipm or it cost to most. This need to be recalled. Van will very randomly not start as if the battery
is dead but it is not. It will start fine for weeks and suddenly not start and then start again later

and be gone for weeks again. Starting September we noticed our lights would go on for no
reason and our doors would open on its own. We initially chalked it up to our key being faulty
and replaced the batteries, but every so often it kept happening. In October our battery died, we
figured the last time we changed it was when we originally got the van so maybe it was just time
and replaced it. Then in November our car would not start right away. It started with have to
crank about 2 times. Especially in the morning after it sat unused for a couple hours, but then
throughout the day it was fine. Soon though it took 5 times before it would start so we took it
into to our mechanic to see if there was an issue. Nothing registered on the computer, we
figured maybe our fuel lines were clogged and we did a flush. It fixed the starting problem for
about a week and then it happened again. We could hear our car cranking, but it would not start
and we would have to crank it a couple times. Then while driving our car just stopped.
Everything shut down, mind you while driving downhill at about 45 mph. The wheel locked and
luckily my husband was driving, he was able to get to the side. We towed our car to the
mechanic who said now the computer is saying the fuel pump is bad. So we changed that. Our
van worked perfectly. For one day. The next morning it would crank, but not start. After towing
to the dealership they stated the next appointment was in January and our van would be on
standby. We are fortunate we did not have to wait that long to have them look at it, but now they
stated we needed to replace the battery. It basically fried our brand new battery. How can this
happen to a car that is only 4 years old?. The contact owns a Dodge Grand Caravan. When the
ignition was turned to the on position, the key was stuck in the accessory position and was
difficult to remove. The contact stated that if the battery was not detached from the vehicle, the
battery would fail. The key was removed later after several attempts. The vehicle was not taken
to a dealer or diagnosed. The contact received notification of NHTSA campaign number: 14v air
bags, electrical system ; however, the part to do the recall repair was unavailable. The contact
stated that the manufacturer exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the recall repair. The
manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was unknown. Parts
distribution disconnect. Rear doors open while driving down the road, rear sliding doors will
start to close while getting in to vehicle. Have came out and found doors open. Battery dead
often have replaced battery only to have it drained again. Door issue is very frightening to say
the least!!!! The Grand Caravan had trouble starting one morning but soon started. Soon after,
the problem appeared to happen more frequently. One morning the battery was dead even
though it was a fairly new battery. I exchanged for a new battery and it was dead again on
another morning soon after for no valid reason. From the start of the problems till now-it's
increasingly difficult to start at the beginning of the day and the vehicle stalls occasionally after
starting in the middle of the day. The repair shop says they think it is the tipm, but says there is
no way to sure. After much research since then, it appears to be a problem that known but no
recall has been issued yet for this vehicle. Twice my wife and two small children have been
stranded--I consider this a safety issue. I have found doors unlocked or completely open for no
apparent reason. I've read online that the dead battery that has happened has happened to
other owners and was linked to the fuel pump running continuously. I see that a problem was
identified in the Jeep grand cherokee and the durango and that there was a class action lawsuit
from November The Dodge Grand Caravan was throwing a code for cylinder 2. After work one
night, the vehicle's battery was dead. After replacing the coil pack and plug on cylinder 2 and
replacing the battery, the battery was dead again when I picked it up from my local mechanic.
The next day, the mechanic looked at the vehicle and discovered that the fuel pump was
continually running. The tipm was defected. While researching further on the internet, it was
discovered that this is a common problem on this vehicle, as well as, other Chrysler vehicles. I
spoke to Chrysler, the warranty on the electrical expired in After repairing the problem,
temporarily, the check engine like came on with a misfire on the left cylinder head, again. I have
an appointment in a month earliest appointment for a warranty, since the dealership only has 1
technician, currently, that can repair warranties to get the cylinder head replaced. At the same
time, they will also fix the recall on the rear window wing motors which was recalled last spring
but Chrysler didn't send the parts to the dealership at least 3 months after the recall - which I
then forgot about. All in all, it has been one big mess. Not to mention that the exterior molding
has been peeling off. My biggest safety concern is the tipm. In researching this problem, it was
noted that this can leave you stranded which it did and ,in some cases, deploy the airbags for
no reason. Safety wise, this is very concerning to me. Once I can get the money to replace the
module, I will be fixing it. But, in the meantime since I have spent several hundred dollars in the
other "repairs" , I will keep my fingers crossed that it does not do myself or others physical
harm. What isn't wrong with my Dodge Grand Caravan. Slowly everything is wrong and I'm
finding out it's all related. First I just thought it was possessed when the windows rolled
themselves down. Then it wouldn't want to turn over. I replaced the battery. I thought the

problem was solved for about two weeks till it started acting up again. Now it never wants to
start and will shut off on me while driving down the highway. I loose all power including
steering. I know when the power goes out on the lift gate that the van is not going to start. Most
recently the fuel pump kept running with the van shut off causing the battery to go dead. If it
doesn't short out or what ever it does to act completely dead. I have read that I need to replace
my tipm total integrated power module but that chrystler hasn't fixed the problem. The contact
stated that the battery failed without warning. In addition, the windows rolled down and the
locks locked and unlocked independently. The vehicle was towed to the dealer where it was
diagnosed that the tipm module failed. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure mileage was
approximately 75, The win module had to be replaced. As soon as that was done, the vehicle
would not start. Then, shortly afterwards, when the vehicle was parked in our enclosed garage
we noticed a phantom noise coming from the vehicle. After investigation we were able to
determine that the vehicle had not turned all the way off, but was in fact still running and
producing carbon monoxide. We tried turning it on and off again several times to see if it would
turn all of the way off, to no avail. Let me be clear. Our vehicle was turned off. It was in an
enclosed garage with the usual amount of ventilation, I. Very little. Like most homes, we have
bedrooms both above the garage, as well as one next to it. So, being unable to make our car
safe to park in the garage, we had back it out into the driveway, where it ran until the battery
died. Then, my husband, drove the car twice to the repair shops and both times the odometer
stopped working, the gas pedal would not work, all dashboard lights came on, he could not
accelerate, and the power steering went out. The second time it died on a main road, and had to
be towed. Bases on what I found with my local mechanic and online my van a a faulty tipm.
Dodge currently has a recall out for other vehicle with a bad tipm but claims my van in not
affected by it. My van has hard starts or it will start the stall. It takes about times before it will
start and stay running. Also my fuel pump will stay running even after I take the key out. If I do
not remove the fuel pump fuse the pump will until the battery dies. I received a safety recall
notice in the mail regarding recall l25, I took it to dealer they ordered parts for it supposedly. I
spoke w a rep at Chrysler group recall assistance center who told me there are still no parts for
it rep at recall said to just pay for whatever is not covered and it would still be reimbursed. Who
am I supposed to believe I am not trying to get scammed out of a cpl grand. I am having
problems w the fobik getting stuck in the acc position, I was waiting up to 5 minutes for it to
click, to get my key back. Now it is not coming out at all. I have to risk leaving the key in the
ignition to possibly get the car stolen and the battery to die. I need a real resolution ASAP. The
vehicle stall in the middle of the highway, and the water pump won't shut off and it is is causing
the battery to die and other issues with the car. After spending hundreds of dollars to look into
the vehicle, it was determined it was the tipm. After research there are thousands of cases
regarding faulty tipm's on Chrysler vehicles, included multiple deaths. Chrysler should be
responsible to issues a recall immediately to the customers affected. Tl-the contact owns a
Dodge Grand Caravan. The contact stated that while driving 30 mph, the vehicle stalled without
warning. The vehicle was able to restart but the contact lost power steering and power brakes.
The contact also stated that when starting the vehicle he would hear a clicking noise. The dealer
diagnosed that the terminal battery had failed. The battery was replaced twice, however, the
failure persisted. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The approximate failure
mileage was 80, The tipm totally integrated power control module has caused fuel pump
problems so dealer overlayed the fuel pump costing dollars. It has caused my blinker to
interment stop working. It has caused battery failure so we have to replace the battery dollars.
Now the driver seat will not move it's a power seat and unless we replace the tipm we will have
to spend money to overlay the seat. And sometimes it don't want to start we have no way of
paying for the tipm and we were told it's not a part that has been updated to replace it with a
faulty part is ludacris. This is a safety issue and needs to be recalled before someone is hurt.
We had our ignition repaired 2 times already. Once because the ignition shut off the engine at
60 miles per hour. Then again for the recall for the ignition modular that was why the engine
was getting shut off by the ignition and now the key will not come out of the ignition. We took
the van to the dealership and explained that the key will not come out unless we play with
turning on and off the van, putting it in reverse then forward, out of park into drive and wasting
a lot of time and gas just to get it to come out. The service tech said first the key was into too
loose before the recall and now it is in too tight after the recall part was put in. So after driving
miles for service we are told make sure to put the van in park and the key should come out. Well
it does not. Nothing shows up on their computers so they will not fix the problem. The key will
not turn off the engine so if the key is left in the battery could go dead. I have to go through off
and on, drive, reverse to get the key out. I am afraid that the ignition problem could turn the
engine off again at 60 miles an hour. No one is helping us because, in my opinion, this is the

third repair on the ignition, making the van a lemon. So this is why we got no receipt of service
for the tech telling us to put the van in park. My husband was a state trooper and taught
defensive driving classes at the police academy. I have been driving for 45 years. So we both
know how to put the van in park and how to remove a key from an ignition. Chrysler has not
responded to our complaint. This has occurred since the vehicle was new and the dealer
advises that everything is working as designed. I don't think Chrysler designed the lights to
flash off and on when slowing down. Also, at 7 months miles the battery failed and had to be
replaced. Battery failure. We could insert the key into the ignition but it would not turn the
ignition switch. This time we could not. I contacted dealer in colorado, where we now live, and
they suggested that we bring in the car. I asked why this failed and they could not give any
reason other than it was no good. I do not feel that at only miles this major piece should have
failed, they agreed but said there was nothing they could do. Dealer was: cheery creek Dodge, s.
Havana st. Denver, CO , What was strange was the battery died at same time, could have been
related, do not know. Battery failed. Daimlerchrysler reference - battery has failed 4 times
Chrysler has reimb. Also requested info on fluid bubbling over onto engine from June 97 and
sept. I have written to Chrysler and have been told that "the information you are seeking is
either unavailable from daimlerchrysler motors corporation or considered proprietary" and was
signed by glenn s. Cameron, senior staff. Car Problems. Battery Dead problem of the Dodge
Grand Caravan 1. Battery Dead problem of the Dodge Grand Caravan 2. Battery Dead problem of
the Dodge Grand Caravan 3. Battery Dead problem of the Dodge Grand Caravan 4. Battery Dead
problem of the Dodge Grand Caravan 5. Battery Dead problem of the Dodge Grand Caravan 6.
Battery Dead problem of the Dodge Grand Caravan 7. Battery Dead problem of the Dodge Grand
Caravan 8. Battery Dead problem of the Dodge Grand Caravan 9. Battery Dead problem of the
Dodge Grand Caravan Electrical System problems. Horn Assembly problems. Car Will Not Start
problems. Ignition Switch problems. Wiring problems. Ignition Module problems. Starter
problems. Ignition problems. Battery problems. Our Address. Kings Mills, OH Had it towed to a
general service shop, where it diagnosed as probably needing a computer and a starter. It sat
outside and quickly drained the battery. Owner had apparently done some google research â€”
had a suspicion that there may be a wiring harness issue which was causing intermittent faults,
which became permanent when loom was disturbed in accessing and replacing crank pos. I had
it towed to another garage continue investigating. Battery recharged and tested fair when
removed, and current clamp showed no unusual draw once modules initialized and went to
sleep. Lighting, accessories, etc. Key to run, no fuel pump â€” key to start, no crank. Voltage
across relay coil terminals showed significantly less than battery voltage, indicating a problem
with ground side of relay coil circuits. After trying to view wiring diagrams on a phone screen,
decided to retreat and regroup. Returning the next day, battery was again discharged. Removed
battery to charge, and removed PDC. Removed PCM, found both 40 pin connectors to be clean.
Removed PCM cover â€” internal circuitry is fully encapsulated in thick conformal coating, and
no visible signs of blown capacitors or transistors could be observed. Left battery disconnected
to charge, and went to look at more wiring diagrams. Day three, reinstall charged battery, repeat
no-crank symptom. After battery disconnect and reconnect, sound disappeared until no-crank
ignition cycle and then persisted with key off. No one else could hear it, and thought I was crazy
working in the dark with an LED pen lightâ€¦ The sound persists indefinitely with the key off
until battery is disconnected, and was accompanied by another parasitic draw. By this point,
working in silence, I can hear a thud when battery disconnects after no-crank start attempt.
Followed the sound to the IAC and found it to be warm to the touch in the now-cold garage. And
they thought I was crazy for turning the forced air heat offâ€¦. So I have parasitic draws from
some driver in the computer keeping things active with the key off after a no-crank, no-start.
None of these make a difference in the sound from the PCM. I split the radiant heat shielded
loom from the injector harness connector that runs behind the exhaust manifold crossover
pipe, and found no damage to wire insulation down to the main loom bundle it branches from.
Starting to become very suspicious of the PCM by this point. Called it a day, and went home to a
proper internet connection on a full size monitor as phone research is just adding frustration to
the proceedings. In looking into PCM replacement, some suppliers are suggesting replacement
of the injector harness at the same time. Turns out that the wiring damage is more often on the
connector-to-injector harness, rather than the branch from main harness to connector which I
had exposed. Any thoughts on what would cause a PCM to go into dog whistle emulation mode
after a no-crank and continue until power is disconnected? This is at least the case in the period
between connecting the battery and attempting to start â€” I did not test communication after a
no-crank start attempt, the point at which the computer begins making unusual noise. A clamp
style amp reading may simply not have the resolution required. It sounds like your shop needs
to think about ponying up the big money and getting an Identifix subscription. Skimming

through it again, I guess you have to decide whether the computer or an input is keeping it
awake. I always struggled with inline amperage readings on computer module-heavy vehicles,
but a Kent-Moore J or similar makes a world of difference. I donate time, someone else donates
space and a car trailer, and the salvage yard treats me well on parts. Heading back out now to
start tracing circuits from PCM to terminations. Realized that none of the meters I had on hand
would support pass-through amperage measurements, so clamp meter it is. Battery
reconnected, modules initialized, safely under mA draw. Key on, key off, 10 minute wait â€” mA
draw, even with most of engine-related controls disconnected â€” Would certainly be higher
with alternator field coil, IAC, and others connected. Even with key off, PCM is keeping sensor
control voltage circuits energized. Now having connector pinouts for reference, bench tested
PCM with only three pins connected â€” fused battery, and two grounds. No issues. This
persists indefinitely even after removing power from switched ignition pin. Strange that it would
die completely coinciding with the prior crank sensor replacement, though inspection of the
CKP sensor connector showed it to be unusually oily. Disassembled connector and removed
terminals finding them to appear undamaged. Is oil conductive enough to possibly have shorted
something between regulated 5V, sensor ground, sensor signal, and chassis ground? Followup:
PCM went off to a rebuilder, who determined failure was chip-level and beyond feasible to
repair. February 26, at am Entangled Participant. Staying dirty this weekend by troubleshooting
one of those projects nobody else wanted to touch. And they thought I was crazy for turning the
forced air heat offâ€¦ So I have parasitic draws from some driver in the computer keeping things
active with the key off after a no-crank, no-start. Viewing 5 replies - 1 through 5 of 5 total.
February 26, at pm Power coils used in electronics whine when they go bad. James Participant.
Let me know if you need any diagrams. I have service manual for caravan. I believe it is March 7,
at pm You must be logged in to reply to this topic. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
Purchasing for a business? Apply for a free business account! To promote recycling, this is a
refundable deposit on the purchase. Return the old battery core to receive the refund. Help is
just a phone call away! We strive to provide the best price available on BatteriesPlus. Store
pricing may vary from the price advertised on BatteriesPlus. All registered trademarks are the
property of their respective owners. Duracell is a registered trademark of Duracell U.
Operations, Inc. Skip to main content. Need help? Call Log In or Register. Your Store. Select
Your Store. Your Account. Login or Signup. Own a Store Business Accounts. Refine Search.
Brand Show Results. Duracell Ultra 3. Intimidator 1. Odyssey 1. Optima 2. Rayovac 1. X2Power
1. Color Show Results. Blue Top 1. Red Top 1. Yellow Top 1. Lead Acid Type Show Results.
Deep Cycle 4. Starting 9. List View Grid View. Vehicle Specific. Brand: Duracell Ultra. Format:
BCI Group Lead Acid Type: Starting. Cold Cranking Amps: Warning: Cancer and Reproductive
Harm - QTY Add to Cart. Capacity: 55AH. Brand: Rayovac. Brand: X2Power. Capacity: 68AH.
Brand: Optima. Brand: Odyssey. Brand: Intimidator. Sign up to receive our emails. First Name.
Last Name. Email Address. Let's Stay Connected. Your Cart. Peter panabaker. All instrument
lights are working. No service engine light is on. When you turn the key, instrument lights go

out and there is a faint click at the fusebox. Wiring at fuse box and computer checked. Fusebox
and computer replaced with working ones. Any ideas? I've owned a Dodge Caravan and
Chrysler Cirrus Transmissions and Emissions. Best bet is to check those out first. I will never
buy the brand again. I also drove the brand Chrysler and Dodge for a delivery service and his
vehicles kept breaking down all over the state as well. Try Chevrolet or Ford. I'd like to
intervene, if that's ok? First, where was the computer located? Behind the front bumper cover
or under the hood close to the radiator support? Did you try that? The click could be the asd
relay or the starter relay. They would both need to be working correctly to run, but the starter
relay must work for it to turn over. Check that. They are labeled, it should be an easy test. I
would like to add but not sure if this will help everyone. I got the caravan working that would not
start and security system seemed to be the issue. I found a video on youtube where the wires in
the harness melt together. I pulled the Velcro cover off and pulled the wires apart and the car
started and I think I will need to tape the wires separate to insure that they wont get In contact
again. I hope this helps. I forgot about this post sorry I didn't update sooner. Show 8 more
comments. Instrument lights go out and a click at the fusebox would lead me to belive that it is
either a relay or a starter issue. Refer to the PDC label for relay identification and location. If
engine still fails to crank properly, trouble is within starter or starter mounted solenoid, and
replace starter. Inspect the ring gear teeth. If OK, go to Step 2. If not OK, replace the faulty relay.
The relay should click. Also test for continuity between terminals 30 and 87, and no continuity
between terminals 87A and If not OK, replace the faulty relay". Hope this gets you started. You
can download the service manual from here Good Luck. Mine is doing the same and it's not the
starter or the relay. Checked both more than once. We also checked the ignition switch. Mine
just didn't crank after I got in it from the store. I babysit and really need my van. My wifes'
Dodge Grand Caravan did this but it was a "bad battery" who would have guessed If you're
window have power with engine not on it's your ignition starter switch behind the key ignition.
FWIW the switch could be bad or misaligned. L Pfaff lpfaff1. If all looks good there, probably a
bad starter. If it started after you put the new starter in, recheck battery condition and all
connections, it is possible you got a faulty new starter. You may want a good Tech. Simple test
for bad ground: Use half a set of jumper cables between the neg on the battery and the engine
block. If it starts you have a poor ground between batter neg and the block. This problem is not
limited to dodge. Check the body ground under the battery tray and the wires leading to it. While
the battery and tray are out of the way it's an opportune time to remove the adjacent fuse and
relay box and check the connectors underneath it for corrosion. It's a less common cause for
the problem, but the hard work to get to it is already done,. Show 1 more comment. My dodge
grand caravan wouldn't turn over. Replaced the battery, and still wouldn't start. It ended up
being the solenoid wire to the starter is loose. If I wiggle it, it will start. Looking to get a
replacement wire. Need help. My dodge caravan has had overheating problems off and on. Had
to put fans on toggle switch. Yesterday it overheated and just died. Now it's trying to crank but
won't. Code p and p came up. Please help. You will want to have someone repair the wiring. As
a part, that wire is part of a harness that has the high power wiring and the price of the part and
the labor to install it is enough to pay to replace several dozen wires. I got a YouTube video at
Abu mannocchi on my car not turning over. Car died on me while pushing up a hill. I have a few
questions , did you run it out of oil or did it over heat? Is your catalytic converter plugged. Just
the way it winds over it sounds labored. Have you ever had a downstream O2 sensor code and
not replaced the sensor. You can try disconnecting the cat to see if it will start with no
backpressure. I can't tell if this is just a troll. There is no "ignition module", no ads relay, and
as-built there's no Velcro anywhere in the car. I can guess it refers to something with vinyl
coated cloth tape, but every wire bundle encased in a split loom sheath has black vinyl coated
cloth tape at both ends and every Wye Y. I can understand that the OP had a near short circuit
dragging voltage down in some circuit, then a relay opens cutting power and then with higher
voltage the relay closes again. There are 3 relays that could chatter during start, and no reason
to expect the post has identified the one that was chattering. Almost every circuit in the vehicle
could cause these symptoms. The most common cause of the symptom cited is actually
corrosion at the ground point under the battery tray. Tony Abraham tonyti. Mine I have
disconnected battery I connected back car won't even click I replaced starter really still same
car will start by by pass from postive to Solenoid car start ok so if you want qauik repair pull
wire from solenoid conecter and wire from postive Batrey and put push. Switch to start but you
must turn key to start position or car won't start ok so this how you doit till you find repair ok so
turn key on to start postion and push bottom car will start ok hope help you guys this to get you
go till you find what's problem ok. The key switch controls supplying positive battery voltage at
the relay box start relay coil terminal If that wasn't happening the PCM wouldn't let the car run.
The PCM controls grounding the other end of the start relay coil at terminal The PCM grounds

that pin if;. A failing or maladjusted switch may operate correctly in Neutral. The start relay gets
12v at pin 30 and closes to pin 87 wired to the "solenoid", mounted on the starter assembly. The
ground for the solenoid' coil includes wires and a ground point under the battery tray. My dodge
ram 4. I am stranded in FL and really need to go home to Ga. Any ideas what I need to do to get
it cranked. Try putting it neutral to start it let it run for a few seconds then put it in park and it
will start again. Chardae wingate. I have a dodge caravan, died almost a year ago for not having
any has in it, Before I bought it. After I was showed that it ran, the next day it was having a hard
time turning over, it was connecting but not turning over. A few weeks later my dad sprayed
some started fluid on it and it caught on fire. Now it will no longer connect, we've put in 6 new
batteries and nothing, no lights, no connection. I don't know what to do at this point. It's been
over 7months sense I've seen it start. If "caught on fire" isn't literal, the problem is probably that
the wireless door opener on the key is also part of the security system. Replace the lithium
batteries in the wireless door opener and make sure it locks and unlocks doors,. The part with 6
batteries, no lights All 6 may have been dead. Use a known good battery or at least test that 12v
power goes around while jumped from a running vehicle. Charlie Chapipo ochicha. I have a
Dodge caravan that turns but won't start. Just bought it at an auction and I realised the vehicle
must have been sitting for 2 years without being driven evidence to the tags on the window.
Need help! I have a Dodge Grand Caravan was driving and Van just died try to turn the key over
it won't start or turn put a new starter in change battery terminals still no start or no turn over.
Timothy Turner timothy Ok I have a 05 grand Caravanâ€¦I stopped for gas. I turned the key but
nothing. No click or try to start. I checked the battery, lights work, all the dash lights come on
doors locked, unlock. I took out the starter relay and switched it with the AC relay, nothing. I
jumped a wire from the 30 pin to the 87 pinâ€¦engine turns over but won't crank. Any thoughts?
Tehook tehook. I changed the battery terminal connector on the positive sideâ€¦the 2 positive
wires looked pretty corroded until I peeled back the insulationâ€¦wires look brand newâ€¦ seems
to have fixed the problem. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Peter panabaker Rep: 73 2 2.
View the answer I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question?
Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 6. You replaced the fusebox and the computer due to this error? The
All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. Performing the starter
relay test. Go to the Starter Relay Test. Particularly at starter terminals. Remove the starter relay
from the PDC as described in this group to perform the following tests: 1 A relay in the
de-energized position should have continuity between terminals 87A and 30, and no continuity
between terminals 87 and If OK, go to Step 3. If not OK, replace the faulty relay" Hope this gets
you started. Was this answer helpful? Score Try putting it in neutral it started and in park after
that. If you're window have power with engine not on it's your ignition starter switch behind the
key ignition Sometimes the shaft might break Google it. L Pfaff lpfaff1 Rep: Score 2. I did all of
that. And replaced starter, it was fine for a day and now it won't start again? Might be a bad
ground or bad wire under the battery tray. Score 1. Score 0. Tony Abraham tonyti Rep: 1. The
PCM grounds that pin if; 1 transmission is in Park or Neutral, this switch does depend on
correct shift cable adjustment and does wear out. If both crankshaft and camshaft sensors have
failed the PCM can't determine engine RPM 3 the wireless key security has had less than 6
attempts to start without a Valid response from the key's wireless security. Chardae wingate
Rep: 1. Not sure what to do: I have a dodge caravan, died almost a year ago for not having any
has in it, Before I bought it. Replace the lithium batteries in the wireless door opener and make
sure it locks and unlocks doors, The part with 6 batteries, no lights Charlie Chapipo ochicha
Rep: 1. Timothy Turner timothy56 Rep: 1. You mean, crank but will not start. Don't buy another
Dodge. Tehook tehook Rep: 1. Now if I could fix the problem of having to drive a rusty old
vehicleâ€¦. Add your answer Peter panabaker will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:.
Purchasing for a business? Apply for a free business account! To promote recycling, this is a
refundable deposit on the purchase. Return the old battery core to receive the refund. Help is
just a phone call away! We strive to provide the best
2006 hyundai sonata brakes
bmw g650x for sale
2002 kia rio wheel bearing replacement
price available on BatteriesPlus. Store pricing may vary from the price advertised on
BatteriesPlus. All registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Duracell is
a registered trademark of Duracell U. Operations, Inc. Skip to main content. Need help? Call Log
In or Register. Your Store. Select Your Store. Your Account. Login or Signup. Own a Store
Business Accounts. Refine Search. Brand Show Results. Duracell Ultra 6. Intimidator 1.
Odyssey 2. Optima 4. X2Power 2. Color Show Results. Blue Top 2. Red Top 2. Yellow Top 2.
Lead Acid Type Show Results. Deep Cycle 7. Starting List View Grid View. Vehicle Specific.

Brand: Duracell Ultra. Format: BCI Group Lead Acid Type: Starting. Cold Cranking Amps:
Warning: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - QTY Add to Cart. Capacity: 55AH. Brand: X2Power.
Capacity: 68AH. Brand: Optima. Brand: Odyssey. Vehicle Alternative. Capacity: 50AH. Sign up
to receive our emails. First Name. Last Name. Email Address. Let's Stay Connected. Your Cart.

